
 

K Sounds Kontakt Piano Torrent (Latest)

With Epic Grand for Native Instruments Kontakt you are provided with hundreds of authentic notes, great kick, bass and FX
sounds. This product contains one of my favourite piano sample packs on the market today. It comes complete with close mic'd
stereo samples of a traditional grand piano in standard and alternate key configurations. All instruments have been recorded in
full stereo at a sample rate of 48K. I have tried to get the most out of a small number of pianos. The default sample rate of 48K
is quite high and I have compressed the file to around 50K. All of the samples are painstakingly recorded from a sample source

and are the result of many hours of painstaking work. The piano samples have been meticulously processed and processed in
much the same way as the library other sample packs by the artist - I don't just throw them into the sampler and run. All piano

samples are tuned down in pitch, individually, before being used in the sample libraries. I have also added a small amount of EQ
to create even better piano recordings. This is the first of a series of sample libraries I am releasing and its great to finally have it

out there for all of you. Epic Grand contains 8 dynamic patches - 7 Standard and 1 Alternate. I will endeavour to make more
sample packs in the future. Epic Grand was designed to work with the Kontakt library and as such comes with full key and
velocity range. However, I have been able to make some alterations in order to make it compatible with the free Komplete
Kontrol 2 sampler. I have also created a preset library with the same samples and the alternate patches have been slightly

modified to allow the best compatibility. Epic Grand also has its own specific sample engine, which allows for easy use of the
piano samples in any sample library. This is a highly sought after sample library and a great example of my work, particularly

my attention to detail. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I hope you enjoy this sample library.
Changelog: 01/25/2015: Fixed a bug in the alternate patch. More Info: Extract the zip file and drop it in Kontakt, or double

click the.kont file and you're done. Open Kontakt -> Programs -> Manage Programs -> Add Program
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K-Sounds is your source for the
quality sounds of Korg, Yamaha,
Kurzweil and... Epic Grand offers
amazing piano sounds for Montage,
Kronos, PC3K and more! This
program, designed for musicians,
allows you to access sounds that are
not usually in your repertoire, while
maintaining them. You can download
sounds from popular providers such as
Roland, Kurzweil, Sigur, Yamaha,
Korg, T-Rex, and Octapad, or you can
use your own built-in editor to add a
few extra instruments. The program
combines many sounds in one easy-to-
play package with the ability to select
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